
CENTER FOR REVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSHIPS 
 

CONSENT FOR TREATMENT- PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 
 

Welcome to my practice of CENTER FOR REVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSHPS 
(CRR). The document (Consent Agreement) contains important information about 
my professional services and business policies. It also contains summary 
information about the HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPPA). This is a federal law that provides privacy 
protections and patient rights with regard to the use and disclosure of your 
Protected Health Information (PHI) used for the purpose of treatment, payment, and 
health care operations. HIPAA requires that I provide you with a Notice of Privacy 
Practices (The Notice) for your use. The Notice, which follows this Agreement, 
explains HIPAA and its application to your personal health information in greater 
detail. The law requires that I obtain your signature acknowledging that I have 
provided you with this information at the beginning of the treatment process. 
Although these documents are long and sometimes complex, it is very important 
that you read them carefully before our next session. We can discuss any questions 
about the procedures at that time. When you sign this document, it will also 
represent an agreement between us.  
 
CLIENTS RIGHTS 
HIPPA provide you with several new or expanded rights with regard to your clinical 
record and disclosures of protected health information. These rights include 
requesting that I amend your record; requesting restrictions on what information 
from our clinical record is disclosed to others: requesting an accounting of most 
disclosures of protected health information that you have neither consented to nor 
authorized; determining the location to which protected information disclosures are 
sent; having any complains you make about my policies and procedures recorded in 
your records; and the right to a paper copy of this Agreement the attached Notice 
form, and my privacy policies and procedures. 
 
PSYCHOTHERAPUETIC SERVICES/RELATIONSHIP 
Psychotherapy is not easily described in general statements. It varies depending on 
the personalities of the therapist and client, and the particular problems you are 
experiencing. There are many different methods I may use to deal with the 
problems that you hope to address. In order for the therapy to be most successful, 
you will have to work on the issues we talk about at home. 
 
Psychotherapy can have benefits and risks. Since therapy often involves discussing 
unpleasant aspects of your life, you may experience uncomfortable feelings like 
sadness, guilt, anger, frustration, loneliness, and helplessness. The benefits include 
renewed relationships, effective communication and problem solving skills, creative 
solutions to specific problems and significant improvement of feelings of distress. 
There are not guarantees of what you will experience. Our initial session will involve 
an assessment of your psychosocial history as well as a discussion of the objectives 



and goals you desire to achieve in therapy. I will be able to offer you some 
recommendations of what will bring the most immediate relief to your current 
emotional or relational issues you presented for therapy. You should evaluate this 
information along with your own opinions of whether you feel comfortable working 
with me. If you have questions about my procedures or do not agree with something 
I have said, please bring them up so we can discuss them as they arise. If you do not 
believe we have a good therapeutic “fit”, I will be happy to assist you in meeting 
with another therapist who may be able to meet your needs more satisfactorily. If at 
any time, I feel a discomfort, lack of safety, therapeutic fit, or uncooperativeness 
during our therapy sessions, I have the right to dismiss you from the therapy session 
and premise. Therefore, the therapeutic relationship would terminate. 
 
If I am seeing you as a conjoint marital couple, there will be times when you may be 
asked to been seen individually. If this occurs, please be aware that the content of 
the individual sessions will be held in the strictest confidence and no information 
will be discussed with your mate /partner either in the individual or conjoint 
session unless given permission by you to disclose this information salient to the 
therapeutic process. Please note that decisions regarding your relationship are 
solely based on your choices as a result of the therapeutic process.  I am a facilitator 
in this process to make suggestions in order to help you arrive at your own 
decisions. Therefore, I cannot be held accountable for any choices made by one mate 
over the other in conjoint therapy. 
 
APPOINTMENTS FOR MINORS 
At the first appointment for a minor, at least one biological parent must be present 
and bring a photo ID. CRR will need to match the signature on the ID with signatures 
on paperwork. CRR is ethically bound to verify a minors’ biological 
parents/guardian. In the case of divorced parents, I may need to review the divorce 
decree/parenting plan, to discern if one or both parents have the right to make the 
decisions regarding your child’s mental health treatment. If your child is the 
primary client, both parents have access to the your child’s treatment process and 
records unless there is a court order blocking one or both of the parents access to 
this information. Moreover, both parents would each control the child’s privilege 
and anything said in the sessions will be available to either parent. Minors, 14 years 
or older, may seek therapy on their own behalf without their parents’ knowledge. 
The therapy must last no longer than either 30 days or six sessions, whichever is 
less. If there is substantial probable harm to the child or others, I must talk to the 
child and then report this information to their parents.  
 
CANCELLATION POLICY 
I understand that regular attendance will provide the maximum benefits, but I am 
free to discontinue treatment at any time. If I decide to do so, I will notify Dr. Padula 
at least two weeks in advance so that effective planning of my continued care and be 
implemented. I WILL NOTIFY Dr. PADULA 24 HOURS IN ADVANCES IF I WILL BE 
UNABLE TO ATTEND ANY SESSION. IF I FAIL TO MAKE SUCH NOTIFICATION, I 
WILL BE CHARGED THE FULL AMOUNT OF THE SESSION. I WILL BE SOLELY 



RESPONSIBLE FOR THESE CHARGES. I UNDERSTAND I CAN CALL CRR 24 
HOURS/7DAYS A WEEK, AND LEAVE A MESSAGE TO CANCEL AN 
APPOINTMENT. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY 
I further understand that conversations with Dr. Padula will almost always be 
confidential.  I may occasionally find it helpful to consult with other mental health 
professionals about a case. I keep names confidential. I practice with other mental 
health professionals. If your case has to be discussed, I would obtain written consent 
from you first to proceed. You may decline that request as well. I may also need to 
share protected information on occasion with an office manager, your health care or 
health insurance providers, or my billing company, BOWER BILLING SERVICES. All 
of these professionals are bound by the same rules of confidentiality. I understand 
that a mental health professional, by law, must report actual or suspected child 
abuse or neglect or elder abuse or neglect to the appropriate authorities. In addition, 
Dr. Padula has the legal responsibility to protect anyone that may be threatened 
with violence, harmful or dangerous actions (including those to myself) and may 
break confidentiality of our communication if such a situation arises. I understand 
that the mental health professional will make reasonable efforts to resolve these 
situations before breaking confidentiality. 
 
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
I understand that I am financially responsible for the cost of the psychological 
services or any portion of the fees not reimbursed by my health insurance. 
Moreover, you need to be aware of your mental health benefits and not rely solely 
on CRR or BOWER BILLING SERVICES to be responsible for this. If my mental health 
care is provided under the terms and conditions of a managed health care program, 
which Dr. Padula is contracted, my financial responsibility may be limited to the 
terms of the contract. Failure to pay these bills may result in collection procedures 
(including court proceedings) being taken against me or a collection agency 
contracted by CRR to collect these bills. Furthermore, I will be responsible for any 
additional charges incurred through the use of collections agency or the filing of a 
court action, including attorney and filing costs. I further understand that 
professional services will be rendered to me by CRR. The assessment fee is $145 and 
the session fees are $125 per hour. For those without insurance, a fee will be 
assessed based on a range discussed at the time of the initial session. Fees may be 
billed for extra services, including treatment or case summaries and reports, court 
related proceedings and phone calls lasting more than 10 minutes (including 
coordination of care with other professionals and phone calls to clients directly). 
INSURANCE COMPANIES DO NOT PAY FOR EXTRA TIME SPENT IN BETWEEN 
SESSIONS. AN HOURLY FEE WILL BE PRORATED BASED UPON THE SERVICES 
RENDERED.  I request the CRR submit my bill to the insurance company which I 
have listed on the Client Intake form, and I grant permission to Dr. Padula and 
BOWER BILLING SERVICES to release such confidential information as necessary to 
obtain payment from the insurance company, In the event that my insurance 
company fails to observe Ohio prompt payment standards of otherwise fails to 



adhere to appropriated business standards, I grant permission to share information 
related to my insurance with the Ohio Department of   
Insurance. 
 
COPAYMENT POLICY 
It will be necessary for all clients to pay their co-pay at the time of each visit. If CRR 
is required to send a statement for an outstanding balance due to overdue co-pay at 
the time of our scheduled visit, please reschedule more than 24 hours in advance to 
avoid a cancellation fee. If your adolescent children are coming for a session, please 
be sure they are prepared to pay the co-pay at the time of the visit. 
 
ASSIGNMENT AND RELEASE 
I HEREBY ASSIGN MY INSURANCE BENEFITS TO BE PAID DIRECTLY TO THE 
CENTER FOR REVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSHIPS. I AM FINANCIALLY 
RESPONSIBLE FOR NONCOVERED SERVICES AND DEDUCTIBLES. I ALSO 
AUTHORIZE CRR TO RELEASE ANY INFORMATION REQUESTED TO MY 
INSURANCE COMPANY, MANAGED CARE COMPANY, THIRD PARTY 
ADMINISTRATOR, MEDEYE BILLING SERVICES OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR 
ORGANIZATION NECESSARY IN THE SUBMISSION, PROCESSING AND 
APPROVAL OF CLAIMS, MY SIGNATURE BELOW INDICATES THAT I HAVE 
AGREED TO ALL THE ABOVE TERMS OF THIS CONSENT FOR 
TREATMENT/PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. 
 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
CLIENT SIGNATURE OR PARENT/GUARDIAN                                                        DATE 
 
 

SPOUSE/PARTNER SIGNATURE                                                                                   DATE                    
 
 

CLINICIAN SIGNATURE                                                                                                     DATE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


